Continued Stabilization Review Motion, 2023 (T11-2023-00305-v000)

INCITS informed the T11 community of the 2024 Continued Stabilization review at the August 2023 T11 plenary meeting. I propose to stabilize, reaffirm, or withdraw the following standards/technical reports according to the following motions.

Motion 1: Howard Johnson (Broadcom) moves and TBD seconds to recommend to INCITS to stabilize the following standards and to continue their stabilized status for another 10-year cycle.

- **INCITS 332-1999[S2014]** Information Technology - Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop (FC-AL-2)
- **INCITS 386-2004[S2014]** Information Technology - Fibre Channel Host Bus Adapter Application Programming Interface (FC-HBA)
- **INCITS 399-2004[S2014]** Information Technology - Fibre Channel Switch Application Programming Interface (FC-SWAPI)
- **INCITS 364-2003[S2014]** Information technology - Fibre Channel - 10 Gigabit (10GFC)